
                                                  ACOUSTICS

1. Definition of wave: Disturbance that consist of vibrations through space with transfer of
energy by mass transport or without it. A sound wave is the pattern of disturbance caused
by the movement of energy traveling through a medium (such as air, water, or any other
liquid or solid matter) as it propagates away from the source of the sound.

2. Wave factors: 

a) Wave length= Horizontal space covered by a wave; it is inversely proportional to the
frequency.  Sound  waves  are  measured  in  metres  and  electromagnetic  waves  in
nanometres.1

b) Frequency= Speed of vibration that determines the colour in light waves2 and the pitch
in sound waves.3

3. Types of waves: 

a) Electromagnetic waves: They are produced by the vibration of electromagnetic fields;
They can travel through a vacuum at the speed of the light (300.000 km/s) and through the
matter (loosing speed).
 >Types of Electromagnetic waves from the highest range frequency to low: Gamma rays,
X-rays, ultraviolet light, visible light, infrared light, micro waves, radio waves.

b) Mechanical waves (sound): They consist of molecules bumping into their neighbour
through space (not vacuum); They travel through space at different speed depending on
the density: In air at sea level is about 330-340 m/s (750 miles p/h) with temperatures of
0º- 20º  but the speed propagation can be different: 1480 m/s (fresh water), 1520 (sea
water), 5050 (steel), 5500 (iron), 5600 (glass) or 6000 (granite).
> Types of sound waves: see point 6.

      4. Wave properties:

a) Reflection: When a wave hits an object comes back with the same angle. Examples: A
wall, a mirror, the radar4 and the sonar5.

b) Refraction:  Whenever a wave goes through a different matter changes speed and
direction. Examples: A prism, your mother calling while you are swimming, etc. 

c)  Diffraction: Property that let the wave go around an obstacle.

1  1 nanometre= a thousandth million part of a metre. In audible sound (20-2000 hz) there are wave
lengths of 2 cm-17 m and in light waves the spectrum covers from 400 nanometres in high frequencies
(violet= 3 Giga hertz)  to 700 nanometres (red= 3 kilo hertz). 
2  Light= Electromagnetic spectrum visible for the human eye (bees can see ultraviolet light).
3  The name of the notes (A, B, C, etc) is conventional, so in the XVII century A (la) = 415 hertz but
nowadays A= 440 hertz. In XIX century, J. Ellis divided each semitone of a temperate scale in 100 parts
(cents) so an eight notes scale has got 12 semitones and 1200 cents: (c¹ºº) ¹²= 1200 cents.
4  Radar  stands  for  radio  detecting  and  ranging;  It  uses  also  the  Doppler  effect  to  detect  the
movement. 
5  Sonar is used by destroyers to detect submarines or by fishing boats looking for shoals or in nautical
cartography.



d)  Superposition: Interference  between  standing  waves  going  in  the  same  direction
(guitar string). 

     5. Special effects: 

a) Doppler effect: Christian Doppler discovered in 1842 that if a sound source is moving
towards you, the perceived frequency is higher6,  identical  at the passing by and lower
when it is moving away. Examples: Ambulances, cars, blue/red planets, radar.

b) Sonic boom:  The sound source is moving faster than the sound (sound speed=340
m/s)  that  produces  overtaking  it,  so  many  wave-fronts  produce  a  shock  by  the  high
pressure. Examples: 
> Supersonic jet: mach three= 340 m/s×3= 1000m/s=600 k/h. 
> Gun: When you shot a gun it is possible to cause 2 sonic booms; the first is provoked by
the gases (just like when a bubble or a firecracker blow up) and the second by the bullet
whistling through the air (unless you use a silencer that absorbs the gases and slows
down the bullet less than 340 m/s).
> Whip: You cause a sonic boom in the air before the impact getting more angular speed
by the lead tip; Like in the shot, there are 2 sounds more: Impact and moan.
 
c) Resonance: Time that sound lasts in a certain matter. 

d) Echo: Later reproduction of a sound in a different place caused by reflection. 

      6) Types of sound:

a) Simple sound: Just one frequency. Example: Tuner.

b) Compound sound: The fundamental frequency (the strongest and lowest one) marks
the note but there are also higher frequencies called harmonics or overtones7. Example of
compound sound: 99 % of the sounds. 
It happens just the opposite in the throath singing, because we can hear the overtones
stronger than the  fundamental.

c) Ultra sound, audible sound (for human hear) = 20- 2000 hertz, infra sound.

c) Noise: There is no fundamental frequency, so no certain pitch. Example: A bomb.

      7) Sound components:

a) Tone: Defined by the fundamental frequency; we talk about “notes.” 
b) Volume: It depends on the size of the wave and it is measured in Watts and decibels
(logarithmic  scale  based  on  the  bel).  Human  hearing  is  more  sensitive  with  certain
frequencies  (3000-5000  Hertz)  but  in  general  listen  to  over  70  decibel  continuously
provokes illness

6  When a ambulance is getting closer to us the wave fronts bunch together so the pitch raises, if it is
getting faster the waves stretch apart lowing the pitch.
7  Fixed intervals that sound over the lowest frequency or fundamental. If you listen to different violins
alternating playing the same tune (Stradivarius & Guarnerius) you know what it is by the harmonics. The first
intervals in the Harmonics series are 8º,5º,4º,3º; That is why they are the most important notes of the scale
with the basic chords are made. You can see the harmonics series looking at the rainbow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gr7KmTOrx0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWGLAAYdbbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kTXmT_KJvE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgMxtT_jYf0


      8) Audition and environment:

>  Human beings have five senses but the most important ones in a tribal  context are
hearing  and  sight,  so  deafness,  blindness,  amusia-  arrhythmia  and  daltonism  were
negative in genetic pattern but these are more frequent in a post-industrial context.
 >  Hearing and frequencies perception varies according the species depending on their
needs: Humans listen to 20- 20000 hertz,  dolphin, birds and bees use ultrasounds for
communication and detection (as we do by machines). Tigers use infrasound to paralyse
their preys, elephants to detect sounds by the ground and whales (about 40 hertz) for long
distance communication and court the female (sometimes for months) before pair in hotter
waters. 

      9) Acoustics & instruments:

The frequency of  a  oscillating string depends on the tension,  density and length.  The
general  rule says that  the frequency is inversely proportional  to the length,  so the full
string= lowest sound; if  you divide the string in two= multiply the frequency by two (1
octave higher), dividing by 3 parts= fifth higher, dividing by 4 parts= quarter higher, dividing
by 5= third higher, etc always following the harmonics series.
> Activity: make up a monochord.

10. Questions:

1. Sonar, radar and mirror share the wave property of r…………..

2. We can  distinguish  two  singers  even  though  they  sing  the  same  song  by  the
……………

3. What is the speed propagation of sound and light?

4. How long does it take  you to hear  a bomb 2 km away?

5. Humans can perceive a frequency range of…………………..hertz.

6. A light wave takes…………….… to reach Mart.

7. Sound spreads faster by sea/ river because of the different………………..

8. Is there any sound in a vacuum? And light? Why?

9. Why do dolphins and whales use ultrasound?

10.How much time do I have to hide from a sniper who is 1 km away?

11.  We see same planets and stars more blue or red by the D……………

12.The pitch and the colour are defined by the ……………………….

13.  A plane flying at 600 km/h is mach ………… (convert km>m and h>seconds).




